Borrowed words bingo
Find the word that matches the explanation and write it into the table.
blitz

czar

apartheid

taramasalata

espresso

ninja

lego

kalashnikov

karate

kung-fu

slalom

bikini

karaoke

croissant

tsatsiki

cappuccino

yo-yo

anorak

pizza

delicatessen

a kind of rifle or sub-machine gun
a martial art (a form of training for combat)
a Japanese warrior
crescent-shaped breakfast pastry
coffee with frothy milk topping
fish roe dip
historical title for emperor of Russia
round, flat dough topped with cheese and tomato
and baked in the oven
separation of racial groups (in schools, towns etc.)
shop selling cheese, cold meat, prepared salads, etc.
singing a song to a pre-recorded backing track
coffee made under steam pressure (often taken
strong and served in a small cup)
sudden, severe attack or offensive
small, interlocking plastic blocks
two-piece swimming costume
waterproof jacket with hood
winding toy on a string
yoghurt and cucumber dip
a martial art (a form of training for combat)
a downhill race in which skiers zigzag between
obstacles
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Borrowed words bingo
Borrowing bingo
When the teacher reads out a definition that matches one of the words on the
sheet, students cross that word off. When all of the words are crossed off,
students shout ‘BINGO!’

bikini

pizza

delicatessen

yo-yo

taramasalata

anorak

croissant

ninja

lego
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Borrowed words bingo
Borrowing bingo
When the teacher reads out a definition that matches one of the words on the
sheet, students cross that word off. When all of the words are crossed off,
students shout ‘BINGO!’

lego

cappuccino

karate

czar

bikini

karaoke

apartheid

pizza

slalom
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Borrowed words bingo
Borrowing bingo
When the teacher reads out a definition that matches one of the words on the
sheet, students cross that word off. When all of the words are crossed off,
students shout ‘BINGO!’

kung-fu

blitz

espresso

kalashnikov

tsatsiki

bikini

croissant

anorak

lego
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Borrowed words bingo
Borrowing bingo
When the teacher reads out a definition that matches one of the words on the
sheet, students cross that word off. When all of the words are crossed off,
students shout ‘BINGO!’

pizza

apartheid

karate

delicatessen

espresso

czar

yo-yo

slalom

ninja
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Borrowed words bingo
Teacher sheet
Give each pupil a bingo sheet, then read out the definition in random order.
*kung-fu and karate are both martial arts.
a kind of rifle or sub-machine gun

kalashnikov

a martial art (a form of training for combat)

karate

a Japanese warrior

ninja

crescent-shaped breakfast pastry

croissant

coffee with frothy milk topping

cappucino

fish roe dip

taramasalata

historical title for emperor of Russia

czar

round, flat dough topped with cheese and tomato
and baked in the oven

pizza

separation of racial groups (in schools, towns etc.)

apartheid

shop selling cheese, cold meat, prepared salads, etc.

delicatessen

singing a song to a pre-recorded backing track

karaoke

coffee made under steam pressure (often taken
strong and served in a small cup)

espresso

sudden, severe attack or offensive

blitz

small, interlocking plastic blocks

lego

two-piece swimming costume

bikini

waterproof jacket with hood

anorak

winding toy on a string

yo-yo

yoghurt and cucumber dip

tsatsiki

a martial art (a form of training for combat)

kung-fu

a downhill race in which skiers zigzag between
obstacles

slalom
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